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“The devil's cleverest
wile is to convince us
that he does not exist”
CHARLES BAUDELAIRE, LITANIES TO SATAN

Cyber Attack
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The Prussian philosopher
Karl von Clauswitz
observed: "Every age has
its own kind of war, its own
limiting conditions and its
own peculiar
preconceptions."



We live in an age of
TECHNOLOGY focused
warfare

Definition
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Cyber Attack: ”computer-to-computer attack that undermines the confidentiality,
integrity, or availability of a computer or information resident on it”

Real Conflicts & Cyber Attacks


The Pakistan/India conflict



The Israel/Palestine



The old Yugoslavia (FRY) Republic
and NATO in Kosovo



The incident between an U.S.
surveillance airplane and a
Chinese jet in 2001
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Critical Infrastructures


Critical infrastructures include gas,
power, water, banking and
finance, transportation,
communications



All dependent to some degree on
information systems



Insider threat - specialized skills
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Stuxnet


Stuxnet, the world's first known “cyber missile”, was designed to
sabotage special device almost exclusively in nuclear fuel-refining
centrifuge systems



Suspend activity on enriching uranium



Stuxnet code is labelled “high classified” from the US DoD, so no
one has never seen it...
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“Cyber War” in Estonia, 2007
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DoS (Denial of Service) and DDoS
(Distributed Denial od Service) Attacks
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DoS, acronym of Denial of Service attack, is
a type of threat whose goal is to saturate the
resources of an online system making it
useless to the public, for example by setting
to zero the whole band available



Initially it was a form of attack made as
technological curiosity by ’conventional
crackers' or as a weapon for dissents toward
institutions or commercial enterprises.



If the computers used simultaneously for
attaching a target are many and
coordinated by a central system, the attack
is defined type DDoS

DoS e DDoS Attacks
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To generate a DDoS attack is necessary to
violate a large number of computers of
unsuspecting users, take control and operate
them to develop traffic toward the system
designated for the final attack.



In a DDoS attack directed to a big branded
company (e.g. PayPal, Sony, etc.), it’s necessary
to control an enormous number of computers
(“zombies”) to succeed



Consequently, the larger the BotNet is, more
effective the DDoS attack results, and its
chances to succeed (and press and media
attention!)



In the Darknet the owner’s authority and
leadership (in the various forums, e.g. 4chan)
depend, among other elements, on the BotNet
size they have (or claim to have)



For this reason BotNets are today stll alive and
there’s a continuous search for new BotNet
technology and computers to infect



Anonymous’ motto is “We are a legion”

A brief look to Virtual Criminal
Networks named ”Botnets"
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Viruses created to be part of a botnet, once taken
control of the system they must be able to provide
their own author data relating to the infected system.
This can be achieved using the IRC channels and
connecting to a particular channel, located on a
specific server, which often is protected by a
password in order to give exclusive access to the
author. Through this channel, the author is able to
simultaneously control all infected systems and send
orders to all machines (sometimes they can be
dozens, hundreds, or thousands). In this way are, for
example, originated the so-called DoS attacks



For people aiming to make career in the dark web,
the size of a Botnet represent a sign of powerful

But what *IS* a “DDoS” anyway?


In a distributed denial of service attack, or DDoS, an online service (such as a
web site) is flooded with bogus traffic, thereby keeping real users from using
the service



In Estonia’s case, they suffered a fairly classic DDoS attack: government web
sites, media web sites and other Estonian web sites were flooded with
unsolicited network traffic, thereby making those web sites effectively
unusable for their intended purpose until the attacks stopped or were
mitigated



Some people, including Estonia itself, eventually had doubts about this "Cyber
War"


http://blog.wired.com/27bstroke6/2007/06/estonia_drops_c.html
http://blog.wired.com/27bstroke6/2007/08/cyber-war-and-e.html



http://garwarner.blogspot.com/2008/08/
evidence-that-georgia-ddos-attacks-are.html



http://asert.arbornetworks.com/2007/05/
estonian-ddos-attacks-a-summary-to-date/
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Punishment for “Cyber War”: less than $2,000
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Flame: Last Frontier of Cyberespionage


“It is a backdoor, a Trojan, and it has worm-like
features, allowing it to replicate in a local
network and on removable media under the
control of the Master… Overall, we can say
Flame is one of the most complex threats ever
discovered.” Aleks Kaspersky Lab Expert



Probably active since 2010



Steals passwords, screenshots, chats, files,
explores and leverages Bluetooth devices in
the neighborhood, streaming from webcams
and microphones, infects local networks



Replicate using the Windows Update Service

•

•
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It required to find MD5 collision, an
entirely new variant of the
previous chosen-prefix collision
attack
An estimated effort of 200,000
Sony PS3

Flame


It consists of setting up a
duplicate port to tap in to
monitor ISP customer’s
traffic. Normally it’s a 2U
(two-unit) PC that ran a
mirrored Ethernet port to



It’s a little box in the systems
room that captures all the
traffic to customers;
everything they were
sending and receiving
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Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act (FISA)




Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of
1978 (FISA)


Allow wiretapping of aliens and citizens in
the United States



Based of finding of probable cause that a
target is


Member of a foreign terrorist group



Agent of a foreign power

Executive order 12333


Legal authority for electronic surveillance
outside the United States
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Prism
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Prism
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Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA)

From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia
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Prism

From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia
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Surveillance Program
Systems and Algorithms for mass electronic surveillance
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• Upstream monitoring
•

Big Data

Decryption

•

Stream Processing

Cloud Computing

Machine learning

Semantic engine

Data mining

•

Agreements between NSA and the major US
Telco
Internet routers, switches and firewalls hackings

Downstream Monitoring (PRISM)
•

Agreements between NSA and the major US ISP

•

More than 2,000 PRISM-based reports per
month

•

Decrypto program
•

Investments in “groundbreaking cryptanalytic
capabilities” to crack the cryptographic systems
adopted by enemies and to decipher internet
traffic online and 3G traffic

• Malware
•

Identify TOR users exploiting software
vulnerabilities used by the same users

Surveillance Program
Systems and Algorithms for mass electronic surveillance
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Surveillance Program
Systems and Algorithms for mass electronic surveillance
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Decrypto program
•

Investments in “groundbreaking cryptanalytic
capabilities” to crack the cryptographic systems
adopted by enemies and to decipher internet
traffic online and 3G traffic

• Malware
•

Identify TOR users exploiting software
vulnerabilities used by the same users

Risk of internet Balkanization


Labile borderline between spy for national security and national economic
interests, examples:
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Petronas, Qatar’s Ras Gas, Saudi Aramco

National cyber security strategies


“Constructing submarine cables that do not route through the US, building internet
exchange points in Brazil, creating an encrypted email service through the state
postal service and having Facebook, Google and other companies store data by
Brazilians on servers in Brazil.” Dilma Roussef

Drown in a Sea of Bits?
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“You awake and check the email on the I-pad you keep on the bedside table. While having breakfast you glimpse at
Facebook, Twitter and the New York Times. On the road toward the office you listen to a podcast on your smartphone.
While working you look at the RSS Feeds on a player and talk via Skype. At the end of the day you go home, prepare
the dinner while listening to Pandora and watching a movie through Netflix streaming service."
Wired, 0ctober, 2010

The over-communication that creates disorientation, feeling of
encirclement, and loss of confidence in the information itself and in the
sources is one of the major arms, along with the information and telematics
insulation of the target
INFORMATION OVERLOAD IS DISINFORMATION
INTERRUPTION OF CONNECTIVITY IS INSULATION

CYBER-WARFARE

Think about this…


What if the Internet went away:


For a day



A week



A month



No eMails



No BlackBerrys



No eCommerce

Virtual business services
of all sorts, accounting,
payroll and even sales
would come to a halt,
as would many
companies
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Information – Many Sources
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Cyber Media Warfare
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One can only imagine the
psychological impact on the
viewers that witnessed this prank.
The TV channel CT2 said that
they received frantic phone calls
from viewers who thought a
nuclear war had started.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzaN2x8qXcM

The Social Networks


Social Networks consist of any group of people connected each
other on the same network. Are called “Social” those sites which
allow users to share online news.



Every social network has its own rules and it’s focused to specific
aspects (purpose, interest, target people, etc.)



The most important today are Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, Netlog,
YouTube, etc.
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Propagation Speed


The propagation speed of news in Internet is frightening



Internet network has memory, like our brain, and every information
added remains permanently stored, by modifying the characteristics of
interconnection between the various nodes



A user of a social network (e.g.: Facebook) with friends scattered around
the world publishes a personal information (e.g.: one of his pictures)

Start time: 00:00:00 (hh:mm:ss)
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Propagation Speed


After 1.2 minutes 4,920 computers (the "friends of friends") have
the information which remains stored

Elapsed time: 00:01:20 (hh:mm:ss)
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Propagation Speed


After 2.4 minutes - 341,015 computers have the information
which is now impossible to keep under control, and especially
to eliminate from the network

Elapsed time: 00:02:40 (hh:mm:ss)
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Cyber Weapons Proliferation


The cost to develop this new class of
weapon is within reach of any country,
any extremist group, any criminal
organization and tens-of-millions of
individuals



The raw materials needed to construct
cyber weapons are not restricted and are
widely available



We now have a weapon that can strike
at the speed of light, it can be launched
from anywhere in the world, and it can
target anywhere in the world



Elements which can potentially lead to
misunderstandings about the risks of a
cyber-war:


the common tendency, at media and
public opinion levels, to consider simple
actions of information system sabotage
or industrial espionage carried out
through intrusions in computerized
systems as actions of cyber-war toutcourt



the widespread tendency to consider
cyber threats to critical infrastructures as
a problem of responsibility of the
ministries of telecommunications and
infrastructure rather than a problem to
delegate to an ad hoc agency of the
ministry of defense or intelligence



the widespread tendency to consider
cyber attacks as a risk exclusively linked
to the virtual dimension of our life
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Enisa Threat Landscape
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A Real Threat for National Security?


The exponential increase in the number of attacks



Increase in the number of "actors":


World Hacktivist



Company to Company



Cyber Warriors ("outsourcing")



Increase in the quality of attacks and objectives/targets



Cyberattacks for:


Electronic espionage



Manipulation of information



Cyber warfare and cyber weapons
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Main Issues
Strategic
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Legal



Supremacy of the attack over the
defense



Lack of legal definitions that regulate
the matter



Attacks traceability





Accountability of responsibilities

Preparation of the "battlefield" in
peacetime



Lack of deterrence



Rules of Engagement



Lack of ad-hoc laws and regulations



When a cyber attack is equivalent to
an armed, conventional, attack



Cyber weapons and damage from
"friendly fire”



Proportionality of the response vs. the
attack



Lack of information sharing between
public and private sectors



Collateral damages



Etc.…

The Tallin Manual


on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare
https://www.ccdcoe.org/249.html
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Rules of Cyber Warfare


Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare
analyzes the rules of conventional war and applies them to statesponsored cyber attacks. Created at the request of NATO and is a
proposed set of rules for how international cyber warfare should be
conducted



Written by 20 experts in conjunction with the International Committee of
the Red Cross and the US Cyber Command



The manual advises that attacks must avoid targets such as hospitals,
dams, and nuclear power stations in order to minimize civilian casualties



It's acceptable to retaliate against cyber attacks with traditional
weapons when a state can prove the attack lead to death or severe
property damage



It also says that hackers who perpetrate attacks are legitimate targets
for a counterstrike (Basically, it’s ok to kill hackers now)
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The incidence of cyber attacks on worldwide organizations
has been increasing exponentially over the past few years
Evolution of data breaches by type
(# of critical incidents, United States)
Hacking

Social

Physical

Malware

Error

Misuse
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1,579

The number of
breaches is
accelerating

Environmental

1,093

662

2011

Attacks are getting
more sophisticated
781

2015

2016

614

498

2010

783

419

447

2012

2013

2014

2017

2018

Cybersecurity threats have become more advanced, targeting national
critical information & assets
Global Cyber threats perspective
Trojan
Malware

SQL
Injection
• Power grid
• Utilities
• Telecom
• Transportation
• Healthcare services

Insider
threats

Identity
theft

Government
Services

Infrastructure
DDoS

• National
intelligence
• Defense
systems
• Governmental
services

Man-inthe-middle
Hijacking

hsf Targets
Cyber threats

SCADA
attacks

Key
Industries

Data
Breaches

Spam

• Oil & Gas
• Manufacturing
• Food chain
• Technology

Social

• People
misinformation
• Personal data
exposure / leak
• Identity theft

Financial Institutions
• Banks
• Trade institutions
• Intellectual property

Decreasing

Increasing

RooTKIT

Ransomware

Cyber
Espionage

Phishing

Botnets

Cryptojacking

Stable
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Today cyber attacks have become more advanced and less focused only on Denial of
Services. Data theft is the new trend

Example of some common types of cyber attacks
On the way
to a website

DNS
Domain
Name
System

Malware

“Malicious
software”
designed to
damage or
control a
computer system

Crosssite
scripting

Man-inthe
Middle
Attacks
Phishing

DDoS

Hackers insert
themselves between
your computer and
the web server
Distributed Denial of
Fake official emails link to fake
Service: a network of
websites, where victims log in
computers overload a
and give their passwords or other
server, shutting it down
confidential information

Injects
malicious code
into a website
which targets
the visitor’s
browser

SQL
Injection
Attack

Corrupts data to
make a server
divulge data, even
confidential ones
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Cultural and people related issues are the main driver of data breaches, causing
over 70% of recorder breaches in 2018
Analysis of breach causes – People vs. technology
Causes of breaches (as % of recorded breaches worldwide, 2018 )

• Most breaches result from
organizational, process or people
issues, rather than technical

Other issues include the use of Social Media, wi-fi,
mobile devices and cloud services that often have
weaker security or bypass cybersecurity policies

100%

Failures relating to Organizational, Process
or People issues

28%

24%

– Culture

18%

Technology

Org, Process
and People
Failures

IT Config
Errors

• Investments in better systems and
technology and the engagement of
technical service providers only
address a part of the problem
• In order to account for the variety of
attacks, a strategy for cyber security
must incorporate other domains such
as:

72%

All Causes

Implications for Cyber strategy

Malicious
Insiders

17%

11%

Phishing

Implementation

– Education
1%

1%

Physical
Loss

Accidents

– Processes
– Roles and responsibilities
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Traits

Types

Evolution of Cybersecurity Threats
Unsophisticated
attackers

Criminal
Groups

Corporate
Espionage

• Experimentation

• Monetization

• Insider threat

• Attacked simply because
you are connected to the
internet and have evident
vulnerabilities

• Attacked because you are
connected to the internet
and have information of
value

• Financially-motivated

• DDOS Attacks

2011

Global breaches

2010

State-sponsored
Cyber attack

2013

110mn customer
records
($162mn cost of breach)

77mn player accounts
($171mn cost of breach)

2014

• Attacked because of
disgruntled employees and
access to intellectual
property

2015

76mn records

3bn email accounts
($350mn cost)

Nation-State
Attacks

2016

Power grid attack
(230K people left
without power)

Systemic Cyber Risk –
Financial ($81 Million
lost)

• Targeted because of who
you are, what you do, and
the value of your intellectual
property or critical assets
• Politically-motivated

2017

2018

57 Million records
(disclosure after 1
year)

143 mn
credit records
($140mn cost)

Billions of
computers &
smartphones

Today APT (Advanced Persistent Threats) attacks are more frequent than
less sophisticated attack
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Evolution of threat landscape
Unsophisticated
attackers (Script
Kiddies)
You are attacked
because you are on the
Internet and have a
vulnerability

Sophisticated attackers
(Hackers)
You are attackers
because you are on the
Internet and have
information of value

State-sponsored attacks
Advanced persistent
threat (APT)
You are targeted
because of who you
are, what you do, or the
value of your IP

Corporate Espionage
(Insiders)
Your current or former
employee seeks
financial gain from
selling your IP

Hackers
Script
Kiddies

Risk

Insiders

APT

State-sponsored
Espionage and
weaponization
Intelligence
Gathering

Personal Gain

Amusement
Experimentation
Nuisance

1980s/1990s

Data
Exfiltration

Money

APT Life
Cycle

Privilege
Escalation

Attacker Resources/Sophistication

Source: A.T. Kearney

Initial
Exploitation

Command
& Control

2018

What are we talking about?
Type

Motivation

Target
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Method

Information Warfare

Military or
political
dominance

Critical infrastructure,
political and military
assets

Attack, corrupt,
exploit, deny,
conjoint with
physical attack

Cyber Espionage

Gain of intellectual
Property and Secrets

Governments,
companies,
individuals

Advanced
Persistent Threats

Cyber Crime

Economic gain

Individuals,
companies,
governments

Fraud, ID theft,
extortion, Attack,
Exploit

Cracking

Ego, personal enmity

Individuals,
companies,
governments

Attack, Exploit

Hactivism

Political change

Governments, Companies

Attack, defacing

Innocent victims, recruiting

Marketing,
command and
control, computer
based voilence

Cyber Terror

Political change

APT and Cyber Espionage


Cyber espionage: Obtaining secrets (classified data, intellectual
property, etc.) from individuals, groups, governments, etc. aimed
to get benefits using illegal actions or methods, such as:
compromised networks, software or computers



Advanced Persistent Threats (APT): APT is an acronym coined by
the U.S. Air Force in 2006.



APT are modern cyber “weapon of choice” used by
governments and/or private subjects to obtain secret data or
information



The Cyber espionage is a real threat



Using APTs your enemies can achieve several goals:


Political



Economical (e.g.: theft of intellectual property)



Technical (e.g.: theft of source code for new exploits)



Military objectives (e.g.: finding enemy’s weaknesses)
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Advanced: It means that the opponent uses all possible attack
potential to gain the intrusion into the network or system. If
necessary, they look for and design dedicated exploits for the
single target. This requires a high resource expenditure



Persistent: it means that the opponent has a specific goal to
achieve. This is not a random attack. The opponent has orders
and directives to follow and will use all the necessary tools and
techniques to complete the attack. This also means that the
attacker will try to be hidden as much as possible and maintain
an interaction level adequate for objectives achievement



Threat: the opponent is not just a software. This is the
fundamental point: the threat here is brought by the malware
and the human being interacting with it. The only malware (also
called “implant”) wouldn’t be a big threat without anyone
controlling the victim, and reading the data subtracted. The
opponent in this case is a real threat, as it is well organized, well
funded and above all, properly motivated. We also can talk
about groups composed of "crew" dedicated to each mission
to carry out

Who are the “actors”?


State Actors: which directly support this kind of operations



State Sponsored Actors: Actors not directly reporting to the Statenations, but funded and supported by them



Non-State Actors: Actors completely unlinked to State-nations,
involved in cybercrime and/or patriotic hacking (aka: hacktivists)

are questa slide
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Modus Operandi
Step 1

• Reconnaissance

Step 2

• Initial Intrusion into the Network

Step 3

• Establish a Backdoor into the Network

Step 4

• Obtain User Credentials

Step 5

• Install Various Utilities

Step 6

• Privilege Escalation / Lateral Movement / Data Exfiltration

Step 7

• Maintain Persistence
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Weaponization

Medioriental APT groups
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OpCleaver


The group targeted industrial complexes,
especially in the world of energy.



Favorite targets are the USA, Israel and
Turkey



The objectives vary from sabotage to the
theft of information and patents of
SCADA world.



Yellow dots represent the recorded cases
of theft and red those of ones of
sabotage.



Other names:


TG-2889 (Threat Group-2889)



Cutting Kitten



Ghambar



Cobalt Gypsy
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OpCleaver: Major Operations


OPERATION CLEAVER


Takes its name from the Cylance Report issued in December 2014



From 2012 these actors have attacked and extracted highly
sensitive data from government agencies networks and/or
companies operating in industrial strategic sectors.



The group is characterized by TinyZbot malware (variant of the
infamous trojan Zeus compiled in C#).



Other utilized tools are: Mimikatz, PsExec, NetCrawler.
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Chafer


This group performs operations
mainly to the detriment of
strategic bodies such as airports,
hospitals and ministries both in
the Middle East that in Asia and
in Africa.



The group showed good
technical abilities, to the point
that today is one of the most
problematic among those
considered in this roundup
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Chafer: Major Operations


The group started its major activities from 2011.



From 2015 has launched a massive campaign named “OilRig”



Targets are many, ma mainly government entities in the Middle-East
and Europe, airports and the energy sector.



The group is characterized by the malware Remexi, alongside other
tools such as:


Mimikatz,



PSExec



WebShells (aspx, php, …)



Nbtstat



plink
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Cadelle


Even this group is targeting
governmental and private
companies in the sectors of
transport and energy



The favorite targets are
concentrated in the area of the
Persian Gulf and in the centernorthern Europe



Activities, in the case of Cadelle,
they are concentrated in the
theft of information, especially of
political matrix (or geopolitical)



Some analysts associate this
group to Cchafer
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Shamoon and Shamoon2
•

•

Shamoon, like his more recent
successor (Shamoon2), is mainly
dedicated to Denial of Service
(DoS), i.e. to the damage of the
victims rather than to try the
control
Actions more conspicuous of this
group were made against IT
infrastructures in various countries
of the world, in particular Saudi
Arabia
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Rocket Kitten
•

•

Rocket kitten is the name given
to another group whose main
objectives are companies and
government bodies in Saudi
Arabia
Targets were also embassies,
diplomatic, military personnel
and personalities in Afghanistan,
Turkey, Qatar, United Arab
Emirates, Kuwait and Yemen,
other than Nato regional
authorities
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One of the most famous: The APT 28 Group
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Fancy Bear


Fancy Bear is a cyber espionage
group. Cybersecurity firm
CrowdStrike has said with a
medium level of confidence that
it is associated with the Russian
military intelligence agency GRU.
Security firms SecureWorks,
ThreatConnect, and Fireeye's
Mandiant have also said the
group is sponsored by the Russian
government
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Other names of the Group


Pawn Storm



Sofacy Group



Sednit



Fancy/Cozy Bear



STRONTIUM
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Who is APT28?
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Active since 2007:

Typical targets

Other targets

•
•
•
•

•

Military

•

Media

•

Governmental

•

Russian Dissidents

•

Defense

•

Ukraine & Georgia ONG

•
•

Linked to Russian Government
Same tools
Same vectors
Objectives: theft of
economical and political
information
Little interest to intellectual
property or other information
theft
The stolen information are
mainly used for geopolitical
purpose

Major Operations
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Spear-Phishing domains
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Attribution


The main attribution strategy is based on metadata analysis found
in the artifacts analyzed during the incident responses. Specifically,
PE Locale ID and compiling times have been analyzed:
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Newest criteria for APT28 attribution
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APT28 malware




CORESHELL


This downloader is also known as Sofacy



An old version is also called SOURFACE



Its goal is to contact an externa C2 and to
download a 2° level backdoor (typically
EVILTOSS)

EVILTOSS


This Backdoor is distributed through
SOURFACE/CORESHELL in order to ensure system
access



It furnishes exploring services, key logging,
monitoring, credentials theft and shell-code
execution.



Some variations use the SMTP protocol to send
data for exfiltration
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APT28 malware




CHOPSTICK


This is a module implant, certainly compiled with a
framework software which offers activable
functionalities and adaptive to the target environment



CHOPSTICK modules contain keylogging functionalities,
Office documents and PGP files



CHOPSTICK modules can exfiltrate data through HTTP
(towards a C2 server), via SMTP or local copies (Local
directories, Windows Registry and USB peripherals)

OLDBAIT


It’s a «credential Harvester».



It’s installed in:
%ALLUSERPROFILE%\\ApplicationData\Microsoft\Medi
aPlayer\updatewindws.exe



It collects browser credentials (Mozilla Firefox, Internet
Explorer), Email client



Both SMTP and HTTP can be used for collected data
exfiltration
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Implant attack life cycle
• Second level

• Malware Dropper
• Obfuscated and

Dropper
(EVILTOSS)
• Obfuscated and
encrypted specific for
the target

encrypted to
evade detection
Phase2

Phase4

• Document

with Exploit

implant
(CHOPSTICK)

• CORESHELL

Phase1
It copuld be an
exploit basaed on
JS/applet

• Second level

Downloader
• Communicates
with the C&C

Phase5

Phase3

Security Perimeter Paradigm
Organized
Attackers

The Enterprise

Infection

Command and Control

Escalation

Exfiltration

Exfiltration
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Modern Attacks Are Coordinated

1

2

Bait the
end-user

Exploit

End-user
lured to a
dangerous
application
or website
containing
malicious
content

Infected
content
exploits the
end-user,
often without
their
knowledge

3
Download
Backdoor
Secondary
payload is
downloaded
in the
background.
Malware
installed

4
Establish
BackChannel
Malware
establishes an
outbound
connection to
the attacker
for ongoing
control

5
Explore
& Steal
Remote
attacker has
control inside
the network
and
escalates the
attack
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Fighting
them is hard,
but we can
adopt at
least some
basic
measures

Fighting APT28


Focus on early warning



Preparation (readiness) of CSIRT operator
within the company must be leveraged



User awareness (the weakest point) should
be raised regarding this kind of threats



The main vector is the e-mail



Mails with questionable attachments must
be verified and proper personnel informed
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Fighting cybercrime


Today’s approach to IT Security is Falling Behind

“Two things are infinite: The universe
and human stupidity, and I’m not so
sure about the former”

- Albert Einstein
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Defending from a Cyber Attack:
Web Intelligence


Today all criminal activity goes
throughout the web, both secret
message and intention



Web Intelligence is the art of reading
and collecting all this signals allowing
to understand and anticipate
terrorist's plans and projects or criminal
activity, to help the organizations to
prevent and intercept the attacks



Web-Intelligence is a mix of
instruments and techniques: CyberHUMINT and SOCMINT, Text-Mining
Distillation Approach, Multi language
Support, Sentiment Analysis

The main approach is to build secrets
Avatar for penetrating in stealth way in
the groups, close forum and in the darkweb, for monitoring the malicious
activities
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What is social engineering?
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BIG Data = Difficult to evaluate
and choose
The world becomes hyper-informed


The problem: information overload, the organizations do
not have the time to search and validate information
from the large amount available.



The solution: Relevant and Valuable Information
Distillations,
Analysis

Predictive
Intelligence
Result and
Response

Alert and Decision

Need answers
BIG Data
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Many competencies required
Intelligence Expertise

Collection Expertise

SOCMINT Expertise
HUMINT Expertise,
Information Extraction

Cyber HUMINT
Level Methodology
Adaptive Collection
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Linguistic & Cultural
Methodology
Technology
Legal Financial & Regulatory

Actionable
Intelligence

Specific Expertise

Cyber Expertise

Financial
IT
Legal
Security

Anonymity
Deep Web
Darknet

Multi Level Approach
1

2

3
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Open Source Info

Deep Information

DarkWeb - Relevant Information

Level 1 – Open source intelligence, open social platforms, public and professional databases and more
Level 2 – Cyber Ops, Social engineering operation techniques along with cyber expertise to generate
lawful access, and extraction of the required information from the right sources
Level 3 – Cyber HUMINT techniques and capabilities in the real 'physical' world. In this level various cover
identities and stories tailored to the operation at hand, must be adopted in order to gain lawful access to
the required information

Cyber Intelligence
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Who needs these
Law Enforcement



Governament Intelligence

Cyber Crime unit

Financial Crime unit


Intelligence units

Cyber Intelligence for who?
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Company - Financial – Mass Media – Government – Critical Infrastructure
Threat

Response

Solution

Malware

Intelligence on Malware

Report

DDOS Attack by Criminal

Intelligence Operations

Report

Exposure Sensitive Information

Monitoring – Alerting

Report-Service

Lack of Awareness

Training

Training

Deface Site, Reputation Damage Intelligence Operations

Report

Post-Attack

Service

Response and Analysis
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Thanks for your attention!
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Questions?
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